
Dear Dr. CHEWPRECHA,  

Re: Thank You for Your Support-KVIS to GTC Exchange Programme

Thank you very much for supporting our exchange programme and for sending your chaperone teacher, 
Dr. Panuphong POOTAWANG, and your students to visit our school from 3-7 October 2016. I would like 
to sincerely thank you for your wonderful present, the tie really suits me and when our chaperone teacher 
and our students visit your school, we will also give you a present in return for our gratitude to you and 
your school. In the following, we would like to describe to you the memorable and enjoyable moments that 
Dr.POOTAWANG and your students had during our exchange programme.  

Firstly, we held a welcome party for Dr. POOTAWANG and your students on 3 October 2016 (Mon) and they 
were warmly welcomed by our student buddies and our teachers. Your students had a friendly and cosy 
environment to mingle with our teachers and our students. 
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Secondly, your students gave an excellent presentation of your school in our Morning Assembly on 3 
October 2016 (Mon) which received an overwhelming response from our students. Your students had great 
presentation skills and inspired our student audience with valuable knowledge such as your school’s unique 
curriculum and cutting-edge facilities. 

KVIS students delivering a presentation about 
their school



Thirdly, as your school is one of the best elite schools in science in Thailand, your students had a taste of our 
Biology lesson on 5 October 2016 (Wed), dissecting a frog to understand its body parts. Wearing laboratory 
coats, they all were very focused and diligent in the process of the biological experiment. 

“Dissecting a frog. Is it fun?”

“Yum Cha!”
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“I’m not touching it!”



Fourthly, your students had a chance to experience our Wing Chun lesson of our Sports Friday programme 
on 5 October 2016 (Wed) which Wing Chun is a construct-based Chinese martial art used for self-defense 
with striking and grabbing actions. Your students really got into it, training their peace of mind when doing 
the actions. 

Lastly, I strongly believe that our chaperone teacher and our students will truly enjoy their visit at your 
prestigious school in the near future, giving them a continual cheerfulness.

Thank you very much and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Our Vice Principal Paul Chan instructs KVIS 
students on “Wing Chun”

Hayaaaa! Bang!!!

Yours sincerely,   

Dr. Raymond K.W. TAM
Principal, G.T. College
Chairman, Gifted Education Council
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Goodbye “Ocean Park”


